Maximum utilization of national airspace resources requires the development of systems which provide adverse weather landing guidance and allow for continued operations in low visibility conditions. The overall system, known as an Enhanced Situation Awareness System (ESAS), encompasses a broad range of functions including a Forward Vision System (FVS), weather radar, and windshear/microburst detection. The FVS, the part of ESAS on which the paper will focus, consists of forward-looking, imaging sensors and associated processors which collectively penetrate the atmospheric conditions. The FVS provides a spectrum of services to the flight crew and the aircraft in general. These services include cockpit display of sensor data, vision-aided navigation updating, and obstacle detection.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of a Forward Vision System (FVS) is to provide an all-weather and all-site capability for aircraft. The functions to be provided by the FVS include . visibility through adverse weather . vision-aided navigation updating, and 0 obstacle (airborne and ground-based) detection and avoidance. The FVS provides the same functionality for the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) aircraft as conceived by NASA. As one would imagine, the FVS will be required equipment for the HSCT due to its "window-less" cockpit or its inability to "droop" the "view obscuring" nose of the aircraft during landing. The impact of a FVS to conventional, commercial aircraft is equally important in terms of the lost revenue resulting from the delays that occur when bad weather prevents the normal flow of air traffic, and in terms of the additional safety to the aircraft which is provided by the FVS.
The FVS consists of forward-looking, imaging sensors and the associated processors and displays which collectively implement the FVS functions. For all-weather aircraft operation the FVS needs to have sensors which are capable of penetrating adverse atmospheric conditions. Hence the choice of sensors is biased toward the use of longer wavelengths which are scattered less by aerosols; within the FVS research community the current leading candidates include FUR and Radar imaging sensors. Multiple sensor types will be advantageous because the various types of imagery can be fused in a variety of ways at a variety of levels to enhance the overall capability and robustness of the FVS.
The types of image processing required by the FVS span the spectrum of image processing techniques:
• Image Enhancement -serves to remove noise and sensor artifacts from the sensor imagery prior to display and/or subsequent processing.
• Image Metrics -serve to characterize image content which is helpful in the process of image fusion.
• Image Fusion -serves to create a single superior image out of one or more images from multiple sensors types; the 'drawbacks' associated with each individual sensor type are overcome in the process of producing the single, fused image.
. Feature Extraction -serves to obtain key features from an image which are useful in higher level processes; the obvious feature types include interest points, edges, lines, and homogeneous regions; the robust extraction of these features is a mandatory and crucial part of the processes to follow. S Object Recognition and Tracking -can take many forms and fit a variety of applications, but for purposes of this paper the objects which are to be recognized are runways and taxiways which are very important to the FYS functions of visionbased navigation aiding and obstacle avoidance (e.g., locating the runway within the image(s) must be performed before attempting to use such knowledge to update the navigation state or detect obstacles on the runway).
This paper is focussed on particular image processing algorithms and techniques for sensor image preprocessing, feature extraction, and object recognition. The algorithms described herein are primarily in support of the vision-aided navigation update function of the FVS and therefore are discussed in that context. Note that the algorithms to be discussed also apply to the FVS function ofobstacle detection but obstacle detection is not explored further in this paper. The function of displaying imagery in the cockpit for the sake of providing visibility through adverse weather, is a significant research issue in its own right. It involves human factors, display technology, and its own type of image processing issues. None of these factors will be discussed in this paper.
In the body of this paper, the next three sections (i.e., 2, 3, and 4) individually describe one of the image processing topics: image preprocessing, feature extraction, and object recognition, respectively. Within sections 2, 3, and 4 the respective algorithm is described, and results are presented. In section 5 conclusions are presented.
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
This section provides an overview of the operation of two key types of image enhancement. The underlying algorithms are reviewed and preliminary results are presented. Both types of enhancement to be presented are applied to imagery produced by a 35 GHz radar developed by Honeywell. The specifications of the radar are provided in section 2.3.
Beam Sharpening
The purpose of this form of processing is to enhance the spatial resolution of the imagery; compensating for the relatively large, beam width of the radar antenna. The improvement in the image leads to an improved ability to distinguish adjacent objects in the radar image. Figure 1 provides an example of the results obtained using the algorithm as it stands to date. Approximately a factor of two improvement in spatial resolution is realized.
The baseline resolution enhancement algorithm is the result of a comprehensive study of several state-of-the-art deconvolution and finite impulse response (FIR) filtering algorithms and a non-linear, locally-adaptive approach. The traditional resolution enhancement algorithms evaluated were a Fast Sequential Deconvolution (FSD) algorithm that performs the deconvolution in the frequency domain by a recursive filter and a FIR filter that performs deconvolution in the time domain. The criteria used for specification of these algorithms were their reported resolution improvement performance, speed, and configurability for real-time architectures.
The results of this study demonstrated that the traditional beam sharpening algorithms are not effective for real radar imagery. This is due to the fact that the antenna induced distortion is not a linear convolutional operation and consequently the traditional deconvolution algorithms are not effective in reducing this category of distortion. By analyzing the transformations that the signal goes through when it is received by the antenna, the series of nonlinear operations to be applied that would effectively reduce distortion were identified. The selection of the baseline filter was constrained further by the requirement for an 83 microsecond latency between the time that a pulse is transmitted and the time that a display is generated and the minimal available processor throughput for the purposes of the demonstration using flight-worthy hardware. These requirements were used to establish the final design; the beam sharpening and noise cleaning filters were concatenated into a single non-linear, locally adaptive filter.
Resolution enhancement and noise suppression is achieved by a moving window filter whose parameters are obtained by minimizing a cost function that is a function of the antenna pattern of the scanning radar, the desired antenna pattern (desired resolution, etc.), and the signal to noise ratio of the unenhanced data. This nonlinear compensating filter, that was flown in the TRW flying laboratory used for the Synthetic Vision System (SVS) contract, sponsored by the Federal Aviation Agency and Wright Labs, achieves a 2.5:1 resolution enhancement. This baseline approach demonstrated very promising results for stationary, tower-test imagery and for flight-test data. 
Range-Adaptive, Contrast Enhancement
The purpose of this form of image contrast enhancement is to provide, via computer processing, a range-adaptive gain control for the radar sensor. The algorithm works with an empirically verified model of the radar sensor to improve the detail in the imagery at distant range where signal attenuation is greatest. Figure 2 illustrates the results of the algorithm on a B scan presentation of a radar image of the Pt. Magu Naval Air Station.
The Range-Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (RACE) algorithm compensates for range-dependent signal loss and look-angle effects. The received power for a single pulse, emitted with power T' is reduced by a factor that varies as R , where R is the range to the scatterer. The power level is further reduced by atmospheric attenuation which to a first order approximation can be represented as a function eR, where a is the extinction coefficient that depends on wavelength, meteorological conditions, etc.
The Honeywell imaging radar is configured with an electro-mechanically scanned phased array with a cosecant squared roll-off that is used to compensate the R4 attenuation factor. Thus, the effective attenuation factor that is observed for a transmitted waveform of power P is -= KRe_'
PT
The radar receiver amplifies the received radar pulses with a detector circuit that has logarithmic gain. The effect of this transfer function is to transform the attenuation function into a function of the form A + BR + ClogR, where A, B, and C are constants. Thus, if the attenuation function can be established for a specific category of terrain that will be viewed by the radar adjacent to a landmark to be used for visual navigation (e.g., grass near taxiways or an airport tarmac, scrub trees near beacons, etc.), then a sensitivity time compensation (SCT) approach can be implemented to obtain a constant scattering response. Several neighboring scans of a grassy field from the tower-test data acquired for the SVS program were averaged to obtain a representative attenuation function. An approximation to the sensor data was derived using least squares estimation. This function was then used to establish the prerequisite multiplicative gains for restoration of a uniform contrast display.
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Imaging Radar Specifications
The Honeywell 35 GHz imaging radar is a non-coherent, low duty cycle, pulsed radar that produces camera-like images at over 10 frames per second. The radar consists of an electromechanically scanned antenna, transmitter, millimeter wave integrated circuit receiver, display processor, and head up display. The antenna sweeps a vertical fan-beam from left-to-right over a 30 degree azimuthal field of view (FOV) at a sweep rate of approximately 10.5 Hz. The radar transmitter is pulsed four times for each of 256 azimuth steps across the FOV and the received video return is digitized into 512 range samples per pulse. Two modes of digitization rate provide 25 ft. or 50 ft. range resolution for a maximum sampling range of over 25,000 ft. The four pulses in each azimuth step are then integrated to produce a 256 by 5 12 matrix of samples representing a frame of a B-scope image.
The images shown in this section of the paper were produced by the 35 0Hz radar and collected as a result of the Synthetic Vision System Technology Demonstration (SVSTD) project, a joint project with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the US Air Force. The first image was from a tower test at Wright Patterson AFB and the second image was taken from a Gulfstream 2 aircraft on approach to Van Nuys CA.
The major components that were flight-tested include a 34"x4"x8" electro-mechanically scanned antenna, a radar receiver! transmitter (RI T) unit, an R/T controller unit, and the Display Processor. The antenna and RT unit were both mounted behind the aircraft radome. The RI T Controller and Display Processor were mounted in the aircraft cabin. The majority of processing was housed within the Display Processor, implemented primarily with commercially available hardware mounted within a ruggedized VME chassis. The electro-mechanically scanned antenna was canted downwards at an angle of 5.6 degrees for attaining sufficient signal to noise ratio to guarantee high quality imagery during taxi and approach imaging configurations, as shown in Figure 3 .
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A multitude of algorithms have been developed to extract various, significant features from imagery. Features of note include interest/corner points, image edges, lines, and regions of homogeneous pixel value. Of course, the choice of feature(s) is based on the application for which it is extracted. In this section the application of interest is vision-based navigation updating (as described in section 4) which relies upon an image processing technique of object recognition and tracking. Hence, the features are those which facilitate the recognition of ground-based objects used in the navigation aiding; in this paper that implies the use of straight lines fit to edge contours.
The feature extraction process is frequently overlook or not given the attention it deserves when vision systems are presented in the literature. The accurate and robust extraction of image features is absolutely crucial to the success of vision-based navigation updating and is frequently the weakest link in vision systems. The development of the more abstract and cerebral "back-end" of the vision system which operates upon the features is the easier part of the problem and the feature extraction process is typically the hard part which lacks robustness.
The process for line extraction which has been implemented by the authors is a three step process:
1) Canny1 edge detection -computes the magnitude of the spatial gradient of the pixels' gray values.
2) Multi-threshold, edge contour linking -retains only the strongest edge magnitude contours and the pixels of those weaker edge contours which serve to link the strongest contours. 3) Lowe2 line fitting -fits straight lines to the linked edge contours; the lines are restricted to fit the edge contour fragments with a mean square error less than a user selected threshold. Steps one and three rely upon the local implementation of algorithms developed previously by others. The reader is referred to the given references for more detail on those algorithms. The novel part of the approach lies within the second step which is responsible for closing/linking and retaining only the contours that contain the strongest, and therefore most prominent /important/ reliable, edge contours. The process employs algorithms for edge contour thinning, thresholding, following, and linking in its task of creating thinned (i.e., one pixel wide), linked edge contours that contain the pixels having the strongest edge magnitude. Figure  4 illustrates the retained edge contours and the lines fit to those contours. The usage of the lines that are produced is described in the following section. 
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VISION-AIDED NAVIGATION UPDATING
The purpose of this section is to describe a vision-based process for updating position and attitude measurements of an aircraft as produced by an onboard INS/GPS system. The vision system to be described is in the midst of being implemented; only preliminary results will be presented in this section. The goal of our effort is to refine the INS/GPS navigation solution in a manner which will not require additional augmentation of the airport or the runway such as that which is required with Differential GPS, MLS, or any type of runway markers or beacons. Hence, an all-site capability for aircraft will be facilitated by the vision system. In addition, dependent upon the sensor type used by the vision system, an all-weather capability is also facilitated (i.e., a weather penetrating, imaging sensor will provide the data required for the vision system to operate in bad weather).
The vision system will be demonstrated using a sequence of well ground-truthed imagery produced by a video camera. The imagery was collected as a by-product of the INS/GPS auto-land project; a joint effort between NASA Langley and Honeywell4. Hence, for each image frame, the position and attitude of the camera are known in a local coordinate frame aligned with the center line of the runway and with its origin at the location of the MLS antenna at the far end of the runway. All imagery usedin this effort was taken on approach to runway 22 at NASA's Wallops Flight Facility. This data set even includes a truth reference produced by a laser tracker. The use of this data set will enable us to verify the accuracy with which the vision system can update the navigation solution.
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The approach to vision-aided navigation updating taken in this paper is being simulated in software by an effort funded by the NASA Ames Research Center. The approach is illustrated in the form of a block diagram in Figure 5 . The basic operation of the vision system involves detecting/locaüng and subsequently tracking/filtering a collection of stationary, geographically known, ground locations. In the effort described in this paper, the ground locations of interest are the corners of runway 22. Hence the fundamental task, from an image processing point of view, is to reliably recognize the runway in each of a sequence of images acquired during an aircraft's approach for landing.
The vision system operates iteratively over time. Based on the state of the aircraft (i.e., position, , and attitude, (0, 0, it) ) at time t-1, a measurement vector ispredicted for time t. Then a measurement vector is extracted from the image acquired at time t. Given the measurement vector acquired from the actual imagery, the system computes the difference between the measured vector and the predicted version of the vector. The difference/error signal is fed into the Kalman filter which is responsible for computing the error in the INS/OPS produced navigation data. The error signal is then used to produce a hybrid/filtered navigation state which in turn is used to produce the measurement prediction for the next iteration, i.e., the next image frame. Note that the initial state of the aircraft is obtained from the unaided INS/GPS.
The corners of runway 22 constitute the measurement vector used by the vision system. The measurement prediction in our case consists of the expected appearance of the runway on the image plane as computed through a process ofperspective projection of a runway model onto a modeled camera. The prediction process depends upon knowledge of aircraft position in a runway centered coordinate frame, a runway model (i.e., runway dimensions and location in the same coordinate frame), and a well modeled camera. Figure 6 illustrates the prediction of the placement of the runway on the image plane for two images in an approach sequence (the unaided INS/GPS was used to provide the aircraft position). Only a small chip of each image is shown.
The most difficult part of the vision system's processing is the extraction of the measurement vector, i.e., the identification of the runway within the imagery. A model-based matching approach has been developed to identify and locate the runway. The approach matches line segments extracted from raw imagery (using the process described in section 3) to a model of the runway's appearance on the image plane as computed by the measurement prediction process.
The use of visible-band imagery would imply that the raw gray levels assigned to the image pixels not be used in any sort of matching or detection processing; the condition of the runway, the ambient lighting, the occurance of precipitation, are all capable of changing the pixel values drastically from one landing approach to another, one clay to the next. The more reliable and Inertial/GPS Attitude, Velocity, Position, and Acceleration The runway detection approach can be classified as a correspondence space approach which relies on the determination of a oneto-one or many-to-one mapping between image line segments and the modeled runway line segments. Attempting to determine a globally consistent mapping can be a prohibitively expensive task when the number of line segments is large and an exhaustive search must be performed. The matching of 100 line segments (which is not unreasonable) to even four model segments would require 4100 matches to be considered. To alleviate this problem, geometric constraints are applied to prune the search space. The geometric constraints enable whole sections of the correspondence space to be removed from consideration on the basis of a set of constrained, geometrical interrelationships between line segments. This model-based matching approach is analogous to the general correspondence space approach taken by Grimson et al3.
In the matching process the predicted runway lines are being used to produce the geometric constraints which will greatly speed the matching process. The hazard with geometric constraints produced in this way is that too great a dependence on the prediction of the runway lines may make the system too brittle/sensitive to the prediction. Recall that the prediction of the runway depends on the knowledge of aircraft position and attitude; the very information that the system is trying to update/refine. Within our approach to matching, the predicted runway lines are being used in a rotation and translation-invariant manner. This helps to alleviate the system's dependence on the prediction. The constraints that are used relate to the interrelationships between the sides of the runway (i.e., angles, distances, and relative positions between the sides); none of which depend upon where in the image the runway prediction falls or the prediction's orientation. Figure 7 illustrates two of the three constraints that have been mentioned.
The constraints are only the predicted mean values of the geometric interrelationships that should be exhibited between/by image lines when mapped to model lines. The mapped image lines will not in general, exactly satisfy the constraints. Hence, an error margin is allowed for each constraint; the mapped image lines do have to fall within the error margin of each imposed constraint. The initial runway prediction is the worst because it is based on raw/unaided INS/GPS data. Therefore, for the initial frames of data the matching algorithm is allowed to run with a larger error margin. Error margins are reduced for frames later in the process.
Note that the imagery being used in this effort was produced by a visible-band, video camera. This type of sensor would be sufficient only for the daytime landing of aircraft in VFR conditions. A near-term goal of our ongoing effort is to apply this technique to radar imagery to verify the robustness of the technique with an 'all-weather' sensor. It is strongly believed that the measurement vector used by our technique will not change as a function of sensor type but it is quite likely that the vision algorithms required for the various sensor types will have to be tailored to each sensor type.
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The end result of the vision-aided navigation updating work will be a definition of a real-time system capable of enabling automatic approach of aircraft down to some, yet to be determined, decision height. In defining an actual system for vision-aiding, a Figure 8 . The results of the implemented approach to model-based matching for runway identification is illustrated by these two images: (a) a subimage of the original image with the extracted line segments superimposed, (b) the identified location of the runway as determined from the line segments in (a) with the aid of geometric constraints.
specification of imaging sensor parameters (e.g., angular resolution and field-of-view), required processor throughput, and i/o rates will be produced. It is our hope that the type of vision-aiding presented here will enable actual CAT III landings of aircraft, but this has yet to be determined. The imaging sensor parameters and the accuracy of the runway identification process will have the greatest impact on the vision-aiding system's end performance and whether or not CAT III landings can be achieved.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, it is important to note that image processing and machine vision algorithms and systems have important roles to play in the avionics systems of the future. This is especially true in the case of three particularly desirable aircraft functions:
S visibility through adverse weather 0 vision-aided navigation updating, and
. obstacle (airborne and ground-based) detection and avoidance.
In addition to enabling the above mentioned functions, a forward vision system has the potential to provided an all-weather and allsite capability for aircraft using only low-cost, easily maintainable equipment.
